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This report is dedicated to calculate a value for theQx, Qy andQL resolution of
the DIRAC spectrometer. The procedure to perform the calculation is described next:� We have generated a Monte Carlo atomic pair sample [1].� We have run it through the geant-dirac program [2] to create abuffer file.� We have reconstructed the events with the ariane program [4].� For the well reconstructed events we have subtracted the corresponding relative

momentum component of every pair after the target (Qix, Qiy, QiL) from the
reconstructed momentum one (QRx ,QRy ,QRL).

The resulting distributions of this analysis are shown in figures 1 and 2 for the ariane
standard tracking [6] and in figures 3 and 4 for the Basel tracking [5]. The estimation
does not take into account the MSGC detector [7]. TheQx andQy distributions show
a characteristic background shape due to mismatched eventsin the Scintillating Fiber
Detector. In these events the positive charged particle is wrongly assigned to the hit
corresponding to the negative one and vice-versa roughly producing a change on the
sign of the reconstructed value (QRx;y � �Qix;y). In the bottom plots of figure 1 we can
see a subsample of the atomic pairs with the cutjQix;yj > 2:5MeV=. We can check
that the mismatched events are clustered around4MeV= � �(jQRx;yj+ jQix;yj).

The calculation of the resolution is slightly different forthe two different tracking
methods. For the standard ariane tracking we have selected the central part of the
distribution and fitted it to a gaussian. The result is in agreement with that of the not
mismatched events for thejQix;yj > 2:5 MeV= subsample. In the case of Basel
tracking we have used a fit with two gaussians. One would account for the events
with the correct choice of the SciFi hit and the other will parameterize the mismatched
events background. The narrowest sigma of the two gaussianswill be chosen as the
resolution. In table 1 the results are summarized.

Table 1: Summary of the differentQ components resolution.
Ariane tracking Ariane tracking Basel tracking

(no mismatched events)�Qx (MeV=) 0.4924 0.4903 0.4949�Qy (MeV=) 0.4816 0.4751 0.5221�QL (MeV=) 0.4798 0.5019
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Figure 1:Qx andQy resolution determination with the standard ariane tracking. The
sample is Monte Carlo atomic pairs. The lower plots show a subsample withjQix;yj >2:5MeV=, whereQix;y are the transverse components of the relative momentum of
the atomic pairs after the target. In these two plots the mismatched events form two
peaks away from the central correct distribution.

Figure 2:QL resolution determination with the standard ariane tracking. The sample
is Monte Carlo atomic pairs.
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Figure 3:Qx andQy resolution determination with the Basel tracking.
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Figure 4:QL resolution determination with the Basel tracking.
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